AL L AB OU T T R U E G RAC E

a n es se nce o f e ng la n d
True Grace captures the fugitive essence of
England. The inspiration of manor houses,
village life and the garden brings our products
to romantic life. Today, True Grace products
continue to be made by hand near Philippa
and Roger’s home in the deepest Wiltshire
countryside, and has grown to encompass
everything needed to fragrance a home
wonderfully.
Making scented candles for many years for some
of the worlds most respected brands, Philippa
and Roger Biles founded True Grace in 2003 to
celebrate their love of fine fragrance and make
use of their wealth of knowledge.
From a stall in Portobello Market in West London
to selling the candles they made, True Grace
quickly became well known for wonderful home
fragrance and was soon stocked by department
stores and lifestyle shops around the world.

our valu e s
The name True Grace reflects the honesty and
beauty at the heart of our company. Our choice
of raw materials and approach to manufacture
enhances the quality of everything we produce.
nurturing tradition:
We believe in employing the age old methods
of creating candles, using traditional skills and
pouring our candles by hand. All of our glass is
hand-blown.
respect for nature:
We care for our environment, from using only
renewable and ecologically sound waxes in our
candles to ensuring our factory is entirely selfsufficient in energy production. We are officially
carbon-neutral.
as it should be:
We believe that perfume is strongly associated
with memory and emotion. We capture
some of these special memories through our
scents, inspired by our life in the country,
which immediately evoke thoughts of nature,
architecture or simply a feeling.

m aking true g r ac e
All of our products are handmade in our own
factory. We are one of the few true candle makers
in England. Based in Wiltshire, our factory is
unique. The factory is ecologically sound and
environmentally friendly. Our factory is powered
by a combination of solar power, through panels
installed on the roof, and renewable bio-mass.
We strive to maintain carbon neutrality, to reduce
our CO2 emissions and prevent contributing to
manmade climate change.
our natural credentials:
Carbon neutral, solar power and biomass. The
roof of the factory is fitted with solar panel,
which produce approximately 25% of the energy
used in the factory. The energy produced using
solar power offset 4.21 tonnes of carbon dioxide
in the 16 months following installation of the
system. The factory’s biomass system is currently
generating 50-60% of the energy required to
produce our candles. The system uses sustainable
wood pellets (pictured), which are burnt to
produce heat energy. The amount of energy
produced has the equivalent offset of 110.3
tonnes of carbon dioxide.

m aking true g r ac e
Natural wax for an even, clean and healthy burn.
rapeseed wax:
A renewable, sustainable crop, responsible
for the fields of yellow throughout England’s
countryside. Our rapeseed, sourced in Europe,
is not genetically modified. A very soft wax,
with a smooth finish, softening the other waxes
in the blend and allowing for a lower burning
temperature.
coconut wax:
Made from cold-pressed coconut oil, adding this
wax to the blend aids the burn by increasing the
burn time of the candle.
beeswax:
Traditionally used for hundreds of years in
candles, beeswax removes impurities and balances
the consistency of the wax, increasing the burn
time of our candles.
our secret ingredient:
This is at the heart of our wax recipe and is what
makes True Grace candles so special, ensuring the
candles burn cleanly and perfume beautifully.

t ru e grace ca n d le s
Our candles are hand-poured, using a blend
of renewable vegetable and natural waxes. The
unique combination that we use produces more
oxygen than a typical paraffin or soy wax candle,
producing better air quality and very little soot.
The wick is pure cotton, burning more cleanly
than a man-made nylon core.

Available in 4 sizes
CLASSIC CANDLE:
Single wick. Burns for 40 hours.
SMALL BOWL:
Single wick. Burns for 50 hours.
MEDIUM BOWL:
Four wick. Burns for 60 hours.
LARGE BOWL:
Six wick. Burns for 80 hours.

c an d le care
Caring for your candles will give you the most
effective burn. Allowing a candle to burn all the
way to the edges before extinguishing the flame
will prevent building pools of wax and can extend
the burn time of your candle.
usage instructions:
Light your candle for a minimum of two hours or
until the entire surface of the candle has melted.
Do not burn for longer than four hours.
Re-centre and trim the wick after extinguishing
the flame.
why burn all the way to the edges?
The small pools of wax, formed if the flame is
extinguished too soon, effectively create a wall,
stopping the flame from melting the rest of the
wax. Once a wall is created, the scent does not
throw as effectively and the candle does not burn
evenly. It is important to tell clients how to burn
candles effectively.

s cen te d re e d s
Our scented reeds are a great way to add a
constant fragrance to your room. The elegant
glass jar is based on Victorian apothecary bottles
we came across in the antiques market.
As the bundle of natural reeds soak up the
fragrance, they fill any room with a constant
warmth and atmosphere, keeping it fresh for
up to 12 weeks. Our scented reeds contain
20% fragrance – the equivalent of a highly
concentrated Eau de Parfum.
usage instructions:
Simply place the full bundle of natural reeds in
the glass bottle and twist them around the coneshaped base. Turn the bundle of reed sticks every
two weeks to intensify the fragrance experience.
why turn the reed sticks?
The pores get blocked with the fragrance.
Exposing them to fresh air allows the fragrance
to evaporate, and improves the efficiency and
lifespan of the diffuser.

OU R F R AGR ANC E S

A N E S S E NC E O F E NG L A N D
We believe that perfume is strongly associated
with memory and emotion. A particular scent
can transport us to a place in the country,
back home or to recollections of childhood.
At True Grace we capture some of these special
memories through beautifully perfumed accessories.

f ragrance st r uc t u r e
Fragrances are constructed in a pyramid, with top or head notes,
heart or middle notes, and base notes. A fragrance will typically
contain between 20 to 50 ingredients, chosen from the
3000+ raw materials at a perfumer’s disposal.

tOP NOTEs

top notes:
The lightest notes in the mixture, these are the first to
reach the nose. They evaporate quickly and are typically
citrus and fruity.
middle notes:
These define the personality of the fragrance and
are usually flowery, fruity, and/or spicy.
base notes:
These long lasting notes create depth and bind
the fragrance together. They typically woody,
resinous, amber and/or animalic (musk)
notes.
The balance of notes varies depending on
the style of fragrance. Creating fragrance
for candles requires a specialised
technical knowledge, as producing a
fragrance with nuance and intrigue as
well as projection is very difficult.

middle notes

base notes

BURLINGTON FRAGRANCES
FIG

MOROCCAN ROSE

T E A C H E ST

L I B R A RY

Sensuous sweetness, velvety texture and deep colour
are all recalled in this warm fragrance. Musk and
cedarwood balance lighter cassis and mandarin.

The rambling rose outside the cottage door, a flower
pressed into a scrapbook. Floral notes and woody base
tones become the memories of the bloom on a tea rose.

First flush tea unpacked from its pale wooden crates. The
uplifting scent of the familiar dark leaves blended with citrus,
herbs and spices to capture the essence of far away tea gardens.

Walking into a library with the scent of leather covered
books, lovingly polished furniture and ancient library
shelves. A smoky blend of wood, amber and moss.

Top notes: Cassis
Mid notes: Sweet fig, rose
Base notes: Cedar, galbanum

Top notes: Green, citrus
Mid notes: Garden rose
Base notes: Violet, sandalwood

Top notes: Green tea, lime
Mid notes: Rose, thyme
Base notes: Nutmeg, cedarwood

Top notes: Smokey, cade oil
Mid notes: Fir balsam, birch
Base notes: Woods, moss

N I G H T L I LY

P O RTO B E L LO OU D

E NG L I S H G A R D E N

B U R L I NG TO N

A garden at night full of heady fragrance. A hypnotic blend
of lily, jasmine, violet and vanilla, refreshed with bergamot
and given sensuality through vetiver and sandalwood.

Where it all began for us. Memories of our
candle stall among a myriad of others selling
exotic food, spices and antique leather furniture.

Rain on fresh green lawns. Sheltering from unexpected
downpours under the majestic cedar tree. Memories of garden
parties and afternoon tea. Basil, black pepper and cedarwood.

Conjuring memories of Piccadilly, Jermyn Street and
Savile Row. This is the scent of leather and smoke,
gentlemen’s clubs and bespoke tailors.

Top notes: Bergamot, white pepper, violet, davana
Mid notes: Patchouli, jasmine, ylang-ylang, lily
Base notes: Musk, amber, moss, vanilla, vetiver

Top notes: Bergamot, ginger
Mid notes: Sandalwood, oud, coriander
Base notes: Leather, patchouli, musk, cedar

Top: Black pepper, nutmeg, basil, cardamom, bergamot, lemon
Mid notes: Jasmine, patchouli, oregano, clove, cypress
Base notes: Cedarwood, amber

Top notes: Mandarin, cardamom, smoky, whisky
Mid notes: Jasmine, lily, clove, patchouli, cumin, guaiac wood
Base notes: Musk, vetivert, vanilla, sandalwood, amber, cedarwood

GARDENIA

C H E S I L B E AC H

C E DA R A N D R O S E

S M O K E D P LU M

Treasured in the nineteenth century and entirely
contemporary, this timeless and intoxicating scent is
a bright floral blend of jasmine, gardenia and amber.

On the beach, watching the changing skies, sun
bleached pebbles and driftwood. A tang of salt
and fresh seaweed. For a moment you are alone.

On the bough of our ancient cedar tree
hangs the swing. The perfect place to enjoy
the English roses. Still dewy, in the garden.

An autumnal harvest, purple plums ready
to be picked from the tree. Leather, Tonka and a hint of
smoke capture the memory of a bonfire on the breeze.

Top notes: Gardenia, jasmine
Mid notes: Orange blossom, tuberose
Base notes: Amber

Top notes: Lemon, lime, eucalyptus
Mid notes: Peppermint, camphor
Base notes: Tonka bean, woods

Top notes: Green leaf, soft dewy rose
Mid notes: Rose, geranium, peony
Base notes: Golden amber, white cedar wood

Top notes: Soft smoke, saffron, plum, fig, blossom
Mid notes: Lily, spicy
Base notes: Leather, amber, tonka, musk, vanilla

SMALL
candle

MEDIUM
CANDLE

LARGE
CANDLE

100ml
small REED
SCENTED REEDS
SCENT

medium
reed SCENT

large reed
SCENT

Home scent
spray

wash and
lotion

HAND
SOAP

MANOR FRAGRANCES
FIG

AMBER

S AC R I ST Y

L I B R A RY

Sensuous sweetness, velvety texture and deep colour
are all recalled in this warm fragrance. Musk and
cedarwood balance lighter cassis and mandarin.

A warm and seductive fragrance for the evening.
Lemon and bergamot, mixed sensuously with jasmine,
lavender, violet and a velvety base - pure indulgence.

The stillness and beauty we found in an ancient chapel.
Wooden panelling with years of beeswax polish, leatherbound prayer books, pillar candles and a hint of incense.

Walking into a library with the scent of leather covered
books, lovingly polished furniture and ancient library
shelves. A smoky blend of wood, amber and moss.

Top notes: Cassis
Mid notes: Sweet fig, rose
Base notes: Cedar, galbanum

Top notes: Bergamot, lemon
Mid notes: Geranium, lavender
Base notes: Amber, myrrh, woods

Top notes: Pine leaves
Mid notes: Pine, cistus
Base notes: Cedarwood

Top notes: Smokey, cade oil
Mid notes: Fir balsam, birch
Base notes: Woods, moss

O R A NG E RY

B L AC K L I LY

P O RTO B E L LO OU D

E NG L I S H G A R D E N

An orangery with vast windows, shielding precious
fruit trees from the English weather. Beautiful
neroli with heaps of geranium, rose and jasmine.

A garden at night full of heady fragrance. A hypnotic blend
of lily, jasmine, violet and vanilla, refreshed with bergamot
and given sensuality through vetiver and sandalwood.

Where it all began for us. Memories of our
candle stall among a myriad of others selling
exotic food, spices and antique leather furniture.

Rain on fresh green lawns. Sheltering from unexpected
downpours under the majestic cedar tree. Memories of garden
parties and afternoon tea. Basil, black pepper and cedarwood.

Top notes: Orange blossom, petitgrain
Mid notes: Geranium, rose
Base notes: Amber

Top notes: Bergamot, white pepper, violet, davana
Mid notes: Patchouli, jasmine, ylang-ylang, lily
Base notes: Musk, amber, moss, vanilla, vetiver

Top notes: Bergamot, ginger
Mid notes: Sandalwood, oud, coriander
Base notes: Leather, patchouli, musk, cedar

Top: Black pepper, nutmeg, basil, cardamom, bergamot, lemon
Mid notes: Jasmine, patchouli, oregano, clove, cypress
Base notes: Cedarwood, amber

A L B A N Y PATC H OU L I

GARDENIA

BRAMBLE

E NG L I S H S U M M E R

On the beach, watching the changing skies, sun
bleached pebbles and driftwood. A tang of salt
and fresh seaweed. For a moment you are alone.

Treasured in the nineteenth century and entirely
contemporary, this timeless and intoxicating scent is
a bright floral blend of jasmine, gardenia and amber.

Blackberries from the rambling brambles in the
hedgerow. Berry stained fingers as we dodge
nettles and thorny roses to fill our baskets.

The sun fades from orange to purple, suntan lotion
lingers on warm skin, soothed by a day spent in
sunshine. Orange blossom prevails.

Top notes: Lemon, lime, eucalyptus
Mid notes: Peppermint, camphor
Base notes: Tonka bean, woods

Top notes: Gardenia, jasmine
Mid notes: Orange blossom, tuberose
Base notes: Amber

Top: Cassis, blackcurrant, green leaf, grapefruit
Mid: Plums, rose buds, geranium, jasmine
Base: Sandalwood, musk, caramel

Top notes: Bergamot, mandarin, bitter orange
Mid: Orange blossom, rose, ginger, cinnamon, jasmin, lily
Base notes: Sandalwood, vanilla, amber, musk

CLASSIC
candle

SCENTED
reeds

REED
refill

SINGLE wick
bowl candle

four wick
bowl candle

SCENTED
leaves

scented
ROOMSPRAY

VILLAGE FRAGRANCES
FIG

MOROCCAN ROSE

R O S E M A RY & E UC A LY P T U S

WHITE TEA

Sensuous sweetness, velvety texture and deep colour
are all recalled in this warm fragrance. Musk and
cedarwood balance lighter cassis and mandarin.

The rambling rose outside the cottage door, a flower
pressed into a scrapbook. Floral notes and woody base
tones become the memories of the bloom on a tea rose.

A classic herbal mixture of woody rosemary with earthy
and fresh eucalyptus. A touch of frankincense, camphor
and cardamom add to this exhilarating fragrance.

We have added, to the refreshing qualities of
tea, a hint of bergamot and lime together with
the softness and warmth of rose and vanilla.

Top notes: Cassis
Mid notes: Sweet fig, rose
Base notes: Cedar, galbanum

Top notes: Green, citrus
Mid notes: Garden rose
Base notes: Violet, sandalwood

Top notes: Eucalyptus, orange
Mid notes: Rosemary, cypress
Base notes: Frankincense, patchouli

Top notes: Lime, bergamot
Mid notes: Rose, tea
Base notes: Musk, vanilla

G R E E N T E A & C I T RU S

SEASHORE

WILD LIME

E NG L I S H M E A D O W

Soothing and uplifting green tea, a citrus blend of
lime and bergamot and herbs and spices capture the
essence of lofty sub-tropical tea plantations.

A bracing walk on the cliff tops and the light-headed feeling
of being by the sea with the wind blowing a gale. A scent
balanced with geranium, neroli, cedarwood and moss.

A citrus fragrance that is immediately stimulating and
yet warm and comforting. A balance of citrus with herbs
and amber. A memory of far away while safe at home.

As English as a meadow in summer. Tall grass
and drifts of wild flowers run down to willows
framing the mossy banks of a little stream.

Top notes: Green tea, lime
Mid notes: Rose, thyme
Base notes: Nutmeg, cedarwood

Top notes: Fresh, fruity
Mid notes: Geranium, neroli
Base notes: Moss, amber

Top notes: Citrus
Mid notes: Green, herbal
Base notes: Woody, amber

Top: Fresh, watery, green, cut stems
Mid notes: Bamboo, green leaf, lily
Base notes: Moss, green peppers

R A I N STO R M

MIMOSA

C H E S I L B E AC H

C E DA RW O O D

A sudden downpour stops, the sun casts light
through the clouds and the earth releases an
intoxicating scent. The charming english weather!

Bright yellow blooms, like a cloud of
bumblebees, herald the end of winter. A fresh
green and gentle woody scent filling the air.

On the beach, watching the changing skies, sun
bleached pebbles and driftwood. A tang of salt
and fresh seaweed. For a moment you are alone.

The majestic cedar stands in the garden. A makeshift
swing hangs from a large branch, rocking in the gentle
breeze. Notes of sandalwood, cypress and amber.

Top notes: Ozone, watery, melon, soil
Middle notes: Earthy, floral, ozone
Base notes: Patchouli, amber, woody

Top notes: Mimosa pollen, heliotrope, ozone, almond
Middle notes: Muguet, violet, raspberry
Base notes: White woods, oris

Top notes: Lemon, lime, eucalyptus
Mid notes: Peppermint, camphor
Base notes: Woody, amber

Top notes: Cedar Tree, sandalwood, milk
Mid notes: Rosewood, cypress, myrtle
Base: Amber, sandalwood, musk

CLASSIC
candle

SCENTED
reeds

REED
refill

SINGLE wick
bowl candle

SCENTED
leaves

scented
ROOMSPRAY

s h are the ro m a nc e
Fragrances sing, sparkle, deepen, soften, ripen,
bloom, unfold, burst, drape, envelop.

language of fragrance
Language plays a significant part in the sale.
Descriptive words assist you in evoking memories.

Scents can be fresh, herbaceous, invigorating,
versatile, clean, bright, airy, fizzy, zesty, crisp,
bracing, earthy, sophisticated, classic, elegant,
timeless, distinctive, naturalistic, romantic,
delicate, sexy, seductive, tender, soft, verdant,
lush, decorative, hypnotic, sensual, warm,
opulent, intense, captivating, bewitching,
intoxicating, mysterious, exotic, evocative.
Phrases evoking fabrics are also useful; the
smoothness of silk, the richness of velvet, casual
ease of cotton, the warmth of leather…
Lightness, brightness, darkness, shadow and
colour can all be portrayed in fragrance.

s h are the ro m a nc e
brand language:
Each of our fragrances has a wonderful romance
to share. It helps set the scene for the client,
paint a portrait for the inspiration behind the
fragrance and allows them to understand what
they are smelling. A notes list doesn’t help the
average client. Usually, sharing the romance and
selecting the right fragrance closes the sale for us
without having to entice the client to buy.
share the romance
Always lead with the story of each fragrance.
example:
“Portobello Oud is inspired by the very early
days of True Grace where we had our original
stall in Portobello Market. The stall was
surrounded by exotic spices, delicious foods
and antique leather furniture from around the
world. You can really imagine how it must have
been, with the ginger and coriander capturing the
spices, whilst the warm sandalwood and leather
represent the antiques!”

example:
“I’m showing you Vine Tomato as you told me
you that you like green scents. Vine Tomato
smells like a tomato plant full of ripe fruit on
a warm summer day.”

s easonal fragr a nc e s
SPRING

AUTUMN

A selection of our favorite fragrances for Spring
make us think of the first glimpses of flowers
and leaves emerging after the cold winter. These
scents are inspired gifts for Valentine’s Day,
Mothers day and Easter or anytime you can choose
to create a sense of Springtime.

We love the balmy days and soft afternoon light
of Autumn in the country. We celebrate the
abundance of nature, harvests and fruit. Our
fragrances for Autumn are rich and deep in tone
with hints of fruit, wood smoke and warmth.
Use these fragrances to recreate the perfect
Autumn day.

suggestions: w ild lime, fig, green tea & citrus,
english meadow

suggestions: B LACK LILY, AMBER, BRAMBLE,
JASMINE TEA

SUMMER
These fragrances are inspired by gardens and
hedgerows in full bloom, bees buzzing around
our favorite flowers. We think of family picnics,
village fetes and eating delicious summer fruit.
Summer scents make wonderful gifts for Father’s
Day and birthdays. In the depth of winter these
fragrances remind us of summer days to come.
suggestions: M oroccan Rose, Seashore,
English Garden, Orangery,
English Summer, Rainstorm,
Mimosa

WINTER
Winter in the country means afternoons by
the fire after a long walk. The landscape is
transformed with frost and snow as we prepare
for festivities ahead. The fragrances we love are
rich and mellow, redolent of Christmas past, and
wonderful for setting the scene of a welcoming
home.
suggestions: S ANDALWOOD, LIBRARY, PORTOBELLO OUD,
SACRISTY

f ragrance ar oun d t h e h o m e
Choosing scent for your home depends on personal taste, but there are some basic rules.

BATHROOM
Fresh fragrances are best suited to the smallest
room in the house.
SEASHORE, WILD LIME, FIG, ROSEMARY & EUCALYPTUS,
CHESIL BEACH, GREEN TEA & CITRUS

HALLWAY
This is another place where you should play it safe
with a fresh and welcoming fragrance.
SEASHORE, wild lime, FIG, WHITE TEA,
ENGLISH MEADOW, JASMINE TEA

KITCHEN
Fresh scents are best suited here as a way of trying
to cut through food smells.
green tea & citrus, SEASHORE, WILD LIME,
ROSEMARY & EUCALYPTUS, ENGLISH MEADOW, fig

BEDROOM
SITTING ROOM & DINING ROOM
This is the place where you can change the scent
depending on the season and the ambiance you
are trying to create. Feel free to experiment, you
could even burn more than one candle to create
your own unique scent.
AMBER, BLACK LILY, fig, sandalwood,
portobello oud, LIBRARY, ENGLISH SUMMER

Choose floral fragrances that have calming,
soothing properties including lavender.
ORANGERY, WHITE TEA, GARDENIA, jasmine tea, AMBER

our colle ctio n s
True Grace captures the fugitive essence of a lost England.
The inspiration of the manor house, village life and the garden brings our products to romantic life.

BURLINGTON
Our Burlington collection was inspired by our
flagship store in Mayfair at the elegant Burlington
Arcade. Honest and modern, this range celebrates
the functionality of good quality materials,
combined with the beauty and form of our
exquisite hand blown glass vessels.

MANOR
The Manor collection is inspired by the
beautiful country house, its architecture, rooms
and gardens. The fragrances that make up the
collection are luxurious, unexpected and complex,
evocative of a time past, perhaps never to return.

VILLAGE
The village is the heart of rural life and this
collection reflects many qualities we associate
with the best of the English countryside:
beautiful, memorable and honest.

th e v i llage c o llectio n
ELEGANTE WHITE BOXES WITH ETCHED GLASS

ROOMSPRAY

100% NATURAL WAX small bowl CANDLE
50 HOURS BURN TIME

100% NATURAL WAX CLASSIC CANDLE
40 HOURS BURN TIME

SCENTED LEAVES

200ML SCENTED REEDS
(250ML REFILLS AVAILABLE)

th e m a no r c o llectio n
LUXURIOUS BLACK BOXES WITH SMOKY GREY GLASS

SCENTED LEAVES

100% NATURAL WAX small bowl CANDLE
50 HOURS BURN TIME

100% NATURAL WAX medium bowl 4 wick CANDLE
60 HOURS BURN TIME

100% NATURAL WAX CLASSIC CANDLE
40 HOURS BURN TIME

200ML SCENTED REEDS
(250ML REFILLS AVAILABLE)

ROOMSPRAY

coloure d
d ining can d le s
HAND POURED IN STRONG
COLOURS USING PARAFFIN WAX
WHICH HAS BEEN THE STAPLE
OF THE CANDLEMAKER FOR
HUNDREDS OF YEARS.

co lu m n di n i ng c a nd l e s

white

cool
grey

flint

beeswax

ivory

eau
de nil

TEAL

tangerine

red

berry

rose

cerise

black

turquoise cobalt

yellow

fluo
pink

navy

sage

leaf
green

fluo
purple

fluo
orange

fluo
green

holly

c an d le acce s s o r ie s
Discover our attractive range of accessories, now beautifully presented in grey gift packaging. They make
the perfect adornment to your True Grace home display, giving your customer a delightful addition to any
purchase of a True Grace candle.

SMALL CLOCHE AND PLINTH
Combined with any True Grace
classic candle, the glass cloche
and oak plinth make a beautiful
gift purchase.

LARGE CLOCHE AND PLINTH
Combined with any True Grace
small bowl candle, the large
glass cloche and oak plinth
make a beautiful gift purchase.

CANDLE WICK TRIMMERS
An essential accessories for
every candle lover. Designed
to keep your candle neat,
clean and ready to light for the
perfect burn.

c an d le acce s s o r ie s
OAK CANDLE LIDS
Complement any True Grace candle with our specially designed
bespoke lids. Each lid will help to preserve the candles
fragrance and keep the wax beautifully clean.

DINING CANDLE PLINTH
An elegant home accessory, our dining candle holder
is ideal to display in the middle of a dining table
with three True Grace candles.

PRO DUCT P R ES ENTAT I O N

h ow t o d i s pl ay
VILLAGE COLLECTION

MANOR COLLECTION

FRAGRANCE AND PRODUCT DISPLAY
Classic boxed candles with tester, glass cloche and plinth.
Reed diffuser with tester bottle filled with fragrance & reed sticks x 15.
Copper fragrance name and description displayed in front.

a simple gu i de t o u s i ng you r cl o che

Allow your
customer
to enjoy

Display
your
candle
under the
cloche.
Raise the
cloche.

the fragrant air.

VERY USEFUL AND LOVELY CLOCHES
Creates a sense of theatre in store.
A better fragrance experience by scenting the air trapped in the cloche, not the wax.
Keeps testers dust free.
Creates visual impact and assist the highlighting of feature fragrances.
An additional sale for customers to take home and use.
Makes a beautiful gift set together with a wooden plinth and Classic candle.

small glass cloche
and wooden plinth
for classic
candle display

d i s play
THE VILLAGE COLLECTION

THE MANOR COLLECTION

r e ta i l d i s play s

di ning c a n d le r e ta i l d isp l ay s

